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.MALINCONICO, (7.) in a melancholy style. MANCA, left hand. MANCANDO, (7.) indicates a gradual
decrease in the quantity of tone. MAN CHE, (F.) the neck of a violin. MANDOLINE, (F.) an instrument
with four strings, and with MANDOLINO, (7.) S frets.ike a guitar; it is tuned like the violin. MANICO, (I.)
the neck of a violin, tenor, c. MANICHORD, a stringed instrument, somewhat resembling a spinet.
MANIEREN, (G. PI.) graces, embellishments. MANO, (7.) the hand; as, DRITTA, (7.) the right hand.
SINISTRA, (7.) the left hand., MANUAL, (G.) the key-board. MANUALE. This term is used to designate
the hand keys of an organ, or any instrument having foot keys, in contradistinction to the latter.
MANU DUCTOR, ( .) name given by the ancients to the officiate whose province it was to beat time
with his hand. MARCATO, (I.) in a marked and emphatic style....
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ReviewsReviews

This sort of book is every little thing and made me searching ahead and more. Sure, it is actually play, nonetheless an amazing and interesting literature.
You wont feel monotony at whenever you want of the time (that's what catalogs are for relating to in the event you ask me).
-- Ga vin B osco IV-- Ga vin B osco IV

Very good e book and beneficial one. It can be filled with wisdom and knowledge Your life period is going to be enhance when you full reading this ebook.
-- Ar lene K em m er-- Ar lene K em m er
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